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RPKI hackathonRPKI hackathon
APNIG35APNIG35

2013.2.26 Tue2013.2.26 Tue
17:45-19:0017:45-19:00
13 attendees13 attendees
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hackathonhackathon

Hack + MarathonHack + Marathon
A kind of event people who has specific A kind of event people who has specific 
interest gathering to developing or coding interest gathering to developing or coding 
at one place.at one place.
Some hackathon has team arrangement Some hackathon has team arrangement 
and discussion on what to do.and discussion on what to do.
Hackathon is said to archive sharing Hackathon is said to archive sharing 
technical information and ideas during technical information and ideas during 
development and it makes things forward.development and it makes things forward.
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PurposePurpose

Purpose of this trial is for designing  Purpose of this trial is for designing  
“deployment image” and discussing trade-“deployment image” and discussing trade-
offs in RPKI certification to prepair for offs in RPKI certification to prepair for 
further deployment of resource CA in AP-further deployment of resource CA in AP-
region.region.
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Rough scheduleRough schedule

Welcome and Hello from Rob 10m [Taiji, Welcome and Hello from Rob 10m [Taiji, 
Rob]Rob]

Technical introductions 35m Technical introductions 35m 
[Randy,Okadams][Randy,Okadams]

Team arrangement if needed 5m [Taiji]Team arrangement if needed 5m [Taiji]

HackathonHackathon

Discussions 30mDiscussions 30m
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Technical IntroductionsTechnical Introductions
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For setting up for hackathonFor setting up for hackathon

We have choiceWe have choice
 Build RPKI Tool on your server from sourceBuild RPKI Tool on your server from source

http://rpki.net/http://rpki.net/
 Use packageUse package

““Download” in http://rpk.net/Download” in http://rpk.net/
 VM image in JPNICVM image in JPNIC

Please consult to Okada-san and mePlease consult to Okada-san and me
 Lookathon/TalkathonLookathon/Talkathon

See what is going onSee what is going on
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Plan BPlan B
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Let’s make RPKI in AP-region here Let’s make RPKI in AP-region here 
(as this hackathon)(as this hackathon)

What todoWhat todo
 Build APNIC CA for hackathonBuild APNIC CA for hackathon
 Build NIR CAs with membersBuild NIR CAs with members
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